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Being a childcare centre director is tough, but there are ways to hone your 
performance that will make it easier for your staff and ultimately easier for 
you.

Running a childcare centre can really put your leadership ability to the test and being the centre director or 

owner doesn’t automatically make you a great leader. A standout leader can set goals and direction for 

their team; make decisions; communicate effectively; and delegate work for others.

You are under the watchful eye of staff so you must lead by example, set a vision, manage people 

tto be their best and to produce results.

 These are the personal qualities needed to make it all happen. To successfully lead you must become 

“authoritative, collaborative and empathetic”.

 It can be tough to master. So how can you improve your leadership abilities? Many people say that leaders 

are born, but research disagrees.

““One of the myths that I am trying to bust” says Stuart Friedman, the founding director of the Wharton 

Work/Life Integration Project, “is that you are born with this capacity to be great. Not true. It is a matter of, 

yes, skill. There is a lot of luck. But there is also persistence, discipline, passion, and courage to pursue 

that which is most important to you and to the people around you,”. 

Friedman profiles luminaries including Michelle Obama and Sheryl Sandberg in his book Leading the Life 

You Want, and shows how they gradually became leaders.

For anyone aspiring to leadership greatness here are seven ideas for boosting your abilities.

HOW TO LEAD YOUR CENTRE
EFFECTIVELY

Chapter - A
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Formal education a worthwhile way to develop abilities such as goal-setting and articulating the 

organisation’s vision, values and culture. 

Formal study, however, can be expensive and hard to fit into busy childcare centre demands.

The internet has a vast knowledge-base for learning. The question is, where do you look? A little bit of 

searching unearths many online gems on leadership and management. Alternatively, subscribe to the 

Xap.

OOur team of childcare professionals constantly updates our platform with learning materials and 

inspiration for childcare leaders.

7 TIPS TO LEARN LEADERSHIP
GREATNESS

1. Devote Time to Study - and Not Necessarily at University!

Chapter - B
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Finding a business mentor can help shorten lengthy learning curves. All small business owners should try 

to find a mentor. Find someone who you think is a great leader and make a regular time to catch up with 

them. 

Serena Williams is one of the greatest sports people who has ever lived, and despite exceling in her 

profession at a level without peer, she still has a coach.

Your mentor should fill a similar role. If Serena realizes the need for outside objectivity, then it makes sense 

that everyone else probably needs it too.

ItIt’s better if you find someone who can be objective, so that probably means someone other than a close 

relative or friend. 

The best mentors will tell you truths that are sometimes hard to hear, or uncomfortable. But as a famous 

book editor once said “manuscripts don’t get better with praise.” The same is true for your work skills. It’s 

good to give and get praise, but constructive criticism is imperative if you are to really evolve as a manager 

and leader. You have to be able to give it, and take it.

2. Get Feedback From a Mentor
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There are great benefits to joining member-run organisations such as the Australian Childcare Alliance.

 

By accessing other people’s experiences, you to cut down on your own mistakes: “The best way to walk 

through a minefield is to follow in the footsteps of someone who has successfully crossed.”

Learning from other people’s errors is a great way to avoid enduring the pain that comes from bad 

decisions or lack of experience.

3. Bounce Off Your Peers

Take advantage of short courses. The internet is rich with resources for people wanting to sharpen their 

leadership skills.

And a lot of the resources are free. iTunes is a terribly underutilized. It is accessed through iTunes and has 

a huge range of courses, lectures, talks, eBooks, and podcasts on all sorts of topics, including 

management and leadership.

If you set a training schedule for yourself and your staff, you’ll not only become a better leader yourself, but 

you’ll help you staff become better leaders too - and that’s what leadership is all about.

4. Set a Training Regime
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Developing self-awareness contributes to leadership abilities. It is worth keeping a mindset of “I don’t 

know it all”. Constant seeking and a thirst for continual learning, will help you succeed at work. If you pass 

on this sentiment to the educators in your childcare centre, they will become more knowledgeable, and 

with knowledge comes competency. With competency comes effectiveness.

7. The Right Attitude

Books, magazines, podcasts, conferences, the internet – all offer a wealth of ideas, experiences and 

thoughts on leadership. And most leadership skills are applicable in any type of work environment, so 

your childcare centre will benefit from leadership tips from any industry.

5. Read, Listen, Act

Leadership roles in community, sports, or charity groups give you experience in management, 

negotiation, organisational, and presentation skills, along with skills on how to manage meetings 

for maximum effectiveness.

6. Get Involved

Bill Owens

“True leadership lies in guiding others to 

success, ensuring that everyone is performing 

at their best, doing the work they are pledged 

to do and doing it well.”
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“To lead a small business effectively, you need to cultivate 

an environment that allows your staff to thrive.”

Your ability to be an effective leader has a major impact on the ultimate success of your childcare centre. 

But when you’re operating outside tried-and-tested corporate structures, understanding the art of good 

leadership can be somewhat elusive. Good leaders should be tenacious, positive and willing to embrace 

change. Here she offers four tips for leading your small business like a pro.

LEAD PROFESSIONALLY

When you’re doing everything from managing your company’s cash flow to making smart hiring decisions, 

it’s difficult to invest in yourself. But filling your ‘Inspiration Tank’ can seriously bolster your leadership 

skills.

This might involve reading a book on leadership or management, or even just an inspirational novel. 

Perhaps you follow a blog. Try to spend ten minutes a day to put that inspiration into practice. Before you 

know it, your leadership skills will improve.

Fill Your Inspiration Tank Regularly

To lead a small business effectively, you need to cultivate an environment that allows your staff to thrive. 

Create strong processes and principles and commit to them. This will help your team do their best work – 

but you must follow through. You need to motivate, train, inspire and encourage and that means 

practicing what you preach.

Create Clear Systems and Processes

Chapter - C
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The best leaders intensely focus on understanding their customer to give them what they want. You must 

take the time to listen to customers, and constantly surprise and delight them. Small businesses should 

put the customer at the heart of the experience you are creating.

Prioritise Your Customer

Although it’s tempting to take on every family and their children, good leaders understand the power of 

saying “no”. Drawing a line when it comes to the type of client you bring into your business can really test 

your leadership. 

Establishing clear boundaries can prove that you’re willing to embody your values and send a strong 

message to your industry, existing clients and team. From creating strong processes to focusing on the 

customer, the best small business leaders have strong professional values and invest in their staff as well 

as themselves.

Draw Clear Boundaries

Tony Dungy

“The secret to success is good leadership, and good 

leadership is all about making the lives of your team 

members or workers better.”
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Understanding the signs of leadership supports your employees as they 
help you meet your business goals.

Great leadership is a constantly evolving process. While you can never 
expect to be perfect, there are some simple things you can do to work 
toward  effective leadership for your team.

14 LEADERSHIP TIPS

Being a leader doesn’t mean you need to be right all the time. Accepting that you’re human and that you 

don’t know everything gives you opportunities to learn and grow.

And showing humility to your team humanizes you and makes you more endearing. Effective leadership 

involves asking questions and an openness to new learning. Assuming you know everything inhibits 

innovation and initiative.

1. Self Reflect

When you listen to others and share their ideas or feedback, this is the art of active listening, which is a 

trait of effective leadership. (Our next eBook will focus on tips to master the art of listening.)

If you show your educators that you’re really taking in their message by nodding and otherwise engaging 

with them during the conversation, it helps build rapport and trust.

And if you’re really able to make your team members feel heard, they will be more likely to come to you 

with ideas and feedback in the future.

2. Practice Active Listening

Chapter - D
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As a childcare centre director or owner (or both!), it is tempting to manage every minute aspect of your 

business. But if have built a good team, then you shouldn’t need to micromanage.

In fact, if you try to take over or get involved with tasks that you’ve entrusted to your centre staff members, 

it could negatively impact employee initiative. Team members will feel that you don’t trust them enough to 

do the work properly—which could stifle initiative.

WWorse, they might assume you’ll take over the rest of the work, and you’ll end up in a cycle where 

everything is left to you, your workload increases, and you’re forever working in your business, not on your 

business.

3. Micromanaging Inhibits Effective Leadership

Constantly rolling over or changing directions based on what your team members want can get in the way 

of effective leadership. Give you educators guidance then allow them to manage their own tasks – but you 

also need to set clear boundaries for them to adhere to.

Try not to change policies or processes every time a team shares an opinion. Listen, and process their 

ideas, but also be firm and set clear objectives. Your team will respect you and also thrive in an 

environment that takes new ideas on board, but implements them with clear boundaries.

4. Establish Clear Boundaries

Bill Bradley

“Leadership is unlocking people’s potential to become 

better.”
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As mentioned above, collecting input and feedback from people outside your business is valuable. You 

can actually learn quite a bit from other leaders outside of your business.

Mentors can be found through a business mentorship network or through your contacts; you can consult 

with them when you’re experiencing leadership conflicts in your business.

It is easy to get too close to your business, which blinds you to issues that are more obvious to someone on 

the outside. A mentor can provide this external perspective.

5. Find a Mentor

Being a leader doesn’t mean you need to be right all the 

time. Accepting that you don’t know everything can give 

you opportunities to learn and grow.
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Not every aspect of running a business is going to be positive. But dwelling on the negative issues affects 

your team. Stay positive when dealing with issues around the office. A focus on solutions is a sign of 

effective leadership. Don’t dwell on things over which you have no control.

6. Keep It Positive

Compassion is another key part of great leadership. Of course you have a business to run and goals to 

achieve. But your team is made up of real people. If you show them some compassion as a leader, you may 

be more likely to get great work out of them in the long run.

7. Show Compassion

Showing your team members that you actually trust them to do great work is an important aspect of 

effective leadership. Instead of walking them through every single step of a task or activity, consider 

leaving it up to them to determine the best route to take—and trust that they’ll come to you if they have 

questions or issues.

8. Show Trust

When your team members do have questions or concerns, it’s great when  they actually feel comfortable 

bringing those issues to your attention. Let  your educators know when and how they can approach you to 

discuss issues. Otherwise, issues will remain unresolved for far too long. 

Structure a time and way for them to talk to you. An open door policy is great, but by setting a process for 

how to bring up issues, you’ll give them a way to communicate, without constant interruptions to your 

daily work.

9. Be Approachable
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If you keep an open mind while running your business, you might be pleasantly surprised by the ideas or 

creative solutions that the members of your team come up with when you give them freedom to solve 

issues.

Avoid rigid processes that don’t leave room for your centre staff to show their creativity or share ideas. 

Accepting that others may be able to contribute great things to your business as well can help your 

business grow in ways you may not have expected.

10. Accept That You Don’t Have to Know Everything

If your employees are constantly fearful of being scolded for their mistakes, and never receive praise for a 

job well done, they will be less likely to take much initiative or show any creative problem-solving skills. 

And worse, you can crush their energy and enthusiasm.

Praise them when they do a good job, then they will be more likely to feel confident. This may help them 

feel like they can take more initiative in their work. They may even be more open to receiving more work 

and responsibility.

11. Avoid Withholding Praise
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You also have to be open and honest with your team in the same way you expect them to be open and 

honest with you. If show your team that you trust them enough to share with them, then they may be more 

likely to trust you in return.

12. Be Transparent

And finally, while trusting your employees enough to do their work properly is definitely a quality of 

effective leadership, that doesn’t mean you should throw everything at them all at once.

Consider managing your employee’s assignments so that they only get as much work as they can handle 

at one time. By focusing on one thing at a time, your employees may be less likely to feel overwhelmed and 

more likely to actually get things done successfully.

13. Help Your Employees Take One Thing at a Time

It’s easy to procrastinate. We’re all prone to it at times. But the Nike slogan “Just Do It” is very effective in 

business. Try to finish things by the end of each day. Don’t leave them unresolved overnight if you can 

avoid it. And instil this same philosophy into your educators. 

This is an example of leadership by example. If you set an expectation with your educators that they 

should complete what they can by the end of the day, and they see you doing it too, then you will see 

substantial increases in your productivity, and improvements in the effectiveness of your responses. 

This will build trust with your educators, staff, and the families your centre serves.

Thomas Jefferson

“Never put off for tomorrow, what you can do today.”

14. Just Do It Attitude – Leadership by Example
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“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed citizens can 

change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

- Margaret Mead

INSPIRATIONAL WOMEN

“The only safe ship in a storm is leadership.”

- Faye Wattleton, Alvarez & Marsal

“I never dreamed about success. I worked for it.”

- Estée Lauder, Estée Lauder

“One’s philosophy is not best expressed in words; it is expressed in the 

choices one makes… and the choices we make are ultimately our 

responsibility.”

- Eleanor Roosevelt, former First Lady

“Strategic leaders must not get consumed by the operational and tactical 

side of their work. They have a duty to find time to shape the future.”

- Stephanie S. Mead, CMOE

“The way to achieve your own success is to be willing to help somebody 

else get it first.”

- Iyanla Vanzant

“If your actions create a legacy that inspires others to dream more, learn 

more, do more and become more, then, you are an excellent leader.”

- Dolly Parton, singer-songwriter

Chapter - E
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“My father had a simple test that helps me measure my own leadership 

quotient: When you are out of the office, he once asked me, does your 

staff carry on remarkable well without you?

- Martha Peak, AMA magazines

“Leadership is a series of behaviors rather than a role for heroes.”

- Margaret Wheatley

“Leadership should be more participative than directive, more enabling 

than performing.”

- Mary D. Poole

“We treat our people like royalty. If you honor and serve the people 

who work for you, they will honor and serve you.”

- Mary Kay Ash, Mary Kay

“A leader takes people where they want to go. A great leader takes people 

where they don’t necessarily want to go, but ought to be.”

- Rosalynn Carter, former First Lady

“My philosophy is that not only are you responsible for your life, but doing 

the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment.”

- Oprah Winfrey

“My best successes came on the heels of failures.”

- Barbara Corcoran, businesswoman

“I wake up every morning and think to myself, ‘How far can I push the 

company forward in the next 24 hours?”

- Leah Busque, TaskRabbit
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“Do not wait for leaders; do it alone, person to person. Be faithful in small 

things because it is in them that your strength lies.”

- Mother Teresa, religious sister

“Surround yourself with a trusted and loyal team. It makes all the 

difference.”

- Alison Pincus, One Kings Lane

“As a leader, it’s a major responsibility on your shoulders to practice the 

behavior you want others to follow.”

- Himanshu Bhatia, Rose International Inc.

“Don’t waste a single second. Just move forward as fast as you can, 

and go for it.”

- Rebecca Woodcock, Cake Health

“I am endlessly fascinated that playing football is considered a training 

ground for leadership, but raising children isn’t.”

- Dee Dee Myers, former White House Press Secretary

“Ninety percent of leadership is the ability to communicate something 

people want.”

- Dianne Feinstein, U.S. Senator

“Presenting leadership as a list of carefully defined qualities (like strategic, 

analytical and performance-oriented) no longer holds. Instead, true 

leadership stems from individuality that is honestly and sometimes 

imperfectly expressed… Leaders should strive for authenticity over 

perfection.”
- Sheryl Sandberg, COO Facebook
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“You have to look at leadership through the eyes of the followers and you 

have to live the message. What I have learned is that people become 

motivated when you guide them to the source of their own power and 

when you make heroes out of employees who personify what you want to 

see in the organization.”
- Anita Roddick, businesswoman

“True leaders understand that leadership is not about them but about 

those they serve. It is not about exalting themselves but about lifting 

others up.”

- Sheri L. Dew, author

“We’re here for a reason. I believe a bit of the reason is to throw little 

torches out to lead people through the dark.”

- Whoopi Goldberg, comedian

“I always did something I was a little not ready to do. I think that’s how you 

grow. When there’s that moment of ‘Wow, I’m not really sure I can do 

this,’ and you push through those moments, that’s when you have a 

breakthrough.”
- Marissa Mayer, Yahoo

“I learned to always take on things I’d never done before. Growth and 

comfort do not coexist.”

- Ginni Rometty, IBM

“Define success on your own terms, achieve it by your own rules, and 

build a life you’re proud to live.”

- Anne Sweeney, Walt Disney
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LEADERSHIP QUOTES

“Foster Teamwork”

- Peter Drucker

“Encourage Growth in Others”

- Jack Welch

“Boost Employee Self-Esteem”

- Sam Walton

“Take Care Of People”

- Marissa Mayer

“Coordinate, Aim For A Goal”

- Walt Disney

“Get People to Follow You”

- Anne Mulcahy

“Understand Reality & Give Hope”

- Ken Chenault

“Be A Good Listener”

- Richard Branson

"Before your are a leader, success is all about growing yourself. After you 

become a leader, It is all about growing others."

- Jack Welch

Chapter - F
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